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We discuss the history of CP violation and its manifestations in kaon physics, its explanation in
terms of phases of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix describing charge-changing weak quark
transitions, predictions for experiments involving B mesons, and the light it can shed on physics
beyond the Standard Model.

I Introduction

CP symmetry and its violation are important guides to
fundamental quark properties and to the understanding
of the matter-antimatter asymmetry of the Universe. In
this review, an updated version of one presented earlier
in the year [1], we describe past, present, and future
aspects of CP violation studies. After an illustration
of fundamental iscrete symmetries in Maxwell's equa-
tions (Sec. II), we recall the history of CP violation's
discovery [2] in the decays of neutral kaons (Sec. III).
The product CPT so far seems to be conserved, as is
expected in local Lorentz-invariant quantum �eld the-
ories [3]. We then discuss the electroweak theory's ex-
planation of CP violation [4] in terms of phases of the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) [4, 5] matrix in
Sec. IV), and mention some present tests of this theory
with kaons (Sec. V) B mesons (Sec. VI), and charmed
particles (Sec. VII). The future of CP violation studies
(Sec. VIII) is very rich, with a wide variety of experi-
ments relevant to physics beyond the Standard Model
and the baryon asymmetry of the Universe.

II Discrete symmetries in

Maxwell's equations

The behavior of the Maxwell equations under the
discrete symmetries P (parity), T (time reversal), C
(charge conjugation), and CPT is summarized in Table
I. Each term behaves as shown.

Under P, we have

E(x; t) ! �E(�x; t); B(x; t)! B(�x; t); (1)
r ! �r; j(x; t)! �j(�x; t): (2)

Electric �elds change in sign while magnetic �elds do
not, and currents change in direction. Under T,

E(x; t) ! E(x;�t); B(x; t)! �B(x;�t); (3)
@=@t ! �@=@t; j(x; t) ! �j(x;�t): (4)

Magnetic �elds change in sign while electric �elds do
not, since directions of currents are reversed. Under C,

E(x; t) ! �E(x; t); B(x; t)! �B(x; t); (5)

�(x; t) ! ��(x; t); j(x; t)! �j(x; t): (6)

Both electric and magnetic �elds change sign, since
their sources � and j change sign. Finally, under CPT,
space and time are inverted but electric and magnetic
�elds retain their signs:

E(x; t)! E(�x;�t); B(x; t) = B(�x;�t): (7)

A fundamental term in the Lagrangian behaving as
E �B, while Lorentz covariant, would violate P and T.
Such a term seems to be strongly suppressed, in view of
the small value of the neutron electric dipole moment.
Its absence is a mystery, but several possible reasons
have been proposed (see, e.g., [6]).

TABLE I. Behavior of Maxwell's equations under
discrete symmetries.

Equation P T C CPT

r � E = 4�� + + � �
r �B = 0 � � � �

r�B� 1
c
@E
@t = 4�

c j � � � �
r�E+ 1

c
@B
@t = 0 + + � �

III CP symmetry for kaons

Some neutral particles, such as the photon, the neu-
tral pion, and the Z0, are their own antiparticles, while
some { those carrying nonzero quantum numbers { are
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not. The neutral kaon K0, discovered in 1946 [7] in
cosmic radiation, was assigned a \strangeness" quan-
tum number S = 1 in the classi�cation scheme of Gell-
Mann and Nishijima [8] in order to explain its strong
production and weak decay. Production would conserve
strangeness, while the weaker decay process would not.
For this scheme to make sense it was then necessary

that there also exist an anti-kaon, theK
0
, with S = �1.

As Gell-Mann described this scheme at a seminar
at the University of Chicago, Enrico Fermi asked him

what distinguished the K
0
from the K0 if both could

decay to ��, as seemed to be observed. This question
led Gell-Mann and Pais [9] to propose that the states
of de�nite mass and lifetime were

K1 =
K0 +K

0

p
2

(C = +); (8)

K2 =
K0 �K0

p
2

(C = �); (9)

(10)

with the K1 allowed by C invariance (then thought to
be a property of weak interactions) to decay to �� and
the K2 forbidden to decay to ��. The K2 would be
allowed to decay only to three-body �nal states such
as �+���0 and thus would have a much longer life-
time. It was looked for and found in 1956 [10]. The
discovery that the weak interactions violated C and P
but apparently preserved the product CP [11] led to a
recasting of the above argument through the identi�ca-
tion CP (K1) = +(K1), CP (K2) = �(K2).

The K1{K2 system can be illustrated using a de-
generate two-state example such as a pair of coupled
pendula [12] or the �rst excitations of a drum head.
There is no way to distinguish between the basis states
illustrated in Fig. 1(a), in which the nodal lines are at
angles of �45Æ with respect to the horizontal, and those
in Fig. 1(b), in which they are horizontal and vertical.

Figure 1. Basis states for �rst excitations of a drum head.
(a) Nodal lines at �45Æ with respect to horizontal; (b) hor-
izontal and vertical nodal lines.

If a y lands on the drum-head at the point marked
\�", the basis (b) corresponds to eigenstates. One of
the modes couples to the y; the other doesn't. The

basis in (a) is like that of (K0;K
0
), while that in (b)

is like that of (K1;K2). Neutral kaons are produced as
in (a), while they decay as in (b), with the y analo-
gous to the �� state. The short-lived state (K1, in this
CP-conserving approximation) has a lifetime of 0.089
ns, while the long-lived state (' K2) lives � 600 times
as long, for 52 ns.

In 1964 Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay [2]
found that indeed one in about 500 long-lived neutral
kaons did decay to �+��, and one in about 1000 de-
cayed to �0�0. The states of de�nite mass and lifetime
could then be written, approximately, as

KS (\short") ' K1 + �K2;

KL (\long") ' K2 + �K1; (11)

with a parameter � whose magnitude was about 2�10�3

and whose phase was about 45Æ. Since the states of def-
inite mass and lifetime were no longer CP eigenstates,
CP had to be violated somewhere. However, for many
years � was the only parameter describing CP violation.
One could measure its magnitude and phase more and
more precisely (including learning about Re(�) through
a study of charge asymmetries in KL ! ��l��), but
its origin remained a mystery. One viable theory in-
cluded a \superweak" one [13] which postulated a new

interaction mixing K0 = d�s and K
0
= s �d but with no

other consequences.

Kobayashi and Maskawa o�ered a new opportunity
to describe CP violation by boldly postulating three
quark families [4] when charm (the last member of the
second family) had not yet even been �rmly established.
In the diagram of Fig. 2 describing the second-order
weak transition d�s ! s �d through intermediate states
involving pairs of quarks i; j = u; c; t with charges 2/3,
the phases of complex weak couplings can have phys-
ical e�ects. As long as there are at least three quark
families, one cannot rede�ne quark phases so that all
such couplings are real, and one can generate a nonzero
value of �.

Figure 2. Box diagram describing the second-order weak

mixing of a K0 = d�s with a K
0
= s �d. There is another dia-

gram with vertical W+W� and horizontal quark-antiquark
pairs i; j = u; c; t.
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The time-dependence of the two-componentK0 and

K
0
system is governed by a 2� 2 mass matrix M [14]:

i
@

@t

2
4 K0

K
0

3
5 =M

2
4 K0

K
0

3
5 ; (12)

where M = M � i�=2, and M and � are Hermitian
matrices. The eigenstates (11) then correspond to the
eigenvalues �S;L = mS;L � iS;L=2, with

� ' Im(�12=2) + i Im M12

�S � �L : (13)

Using data and the magnitude of CKMmatrix elements
one can show [14] that the second term dominates.
Since the mass di�erence mL � mS and width di�er-
ence S � L are nearly equal, the phase of �L � �S is
about �=4, so that the phase of � is also �=4 (mod �).

It is easy to model the CP-conserving neutral kaon
system in table-top systems with two degenerate states
[12]. The demonstration of CP violation requires sys-
tems that emulate Im(M12) 6= 0 or Im(�12) 6= 0. One
can couple two identical resonant circuits \direction-
ally" to each other (see Fig. 3 so that the energy fed
from circuit 1 to circuit 2 di�ers from that fed in the
reverse direction [15]. Devices with this property utilize
Faraday rotation of the plane of polarization of radio-
frequency waves; some references may be found in [16].
This asymmetric coupling also is inherent in the equa-
tions of motion of a spherical (or \conical") pendulum
in a rotating coordinate system [17], so that the Fou-
cault pendulum is a demonstration (though perhaps not
\table-top") of CP violation. A ball rolling with viscous
damping in a rotating vase of elliptical cross section
holds more promise for a laboratory setting [16]. In all
such cases the CP-violating e�ect is imposed \from the
outside," leaving open the question of whether some
\new physics" is governing the corresponding e�ect in
particle physics.

Figure 3. Coupled \tank" circuits illustrating the K0 � �K0

system. The coupling impedance Zc must be asymmetric to
emulate CP violation.

IV Kobayashi-Maskawa theory

of CP violation

The interactions of quarks with W� bosons are de-
scribed by

Lint =
gp
2
[ �U 0L

�W (+)
� D0

L +H:c:]; (14)

where the primed quarks are \weak eigenstates":

U 0 �

2
664
u0

c0

t0

3
775 ; D0 �

2
664
d0

s0

b0

3
775 : (15)

In the weak-eigenstate basis, the mass term in the La-
grangian,

Lm = �[ �U 0RMUU
0
L + �D0

LMDD
0
L +H:c:]; (16)

will involve a general 3 � 3 matrix M, which requires
separate left and right unitary transformations

R
y
QMQLQ = �Q (17)

to obtain a diagonal matrix �Q with non-negative en-
tries. If we de�ne unprimed (mass) eigenstates by

Q0L = LQQL; Q0R = RQQR (Q = U; D); (18)

the interaction Lagrangian may be expressed as

Lint =
gp
2
[ �UL

�W (+)
� V DL +H:c:]; (19)

where V � L
y
ULD is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa

(CKM) matrix. As a result of its unitarity, V yV =

V V y = 1, the Zq�q couplings in the electroweak theory
are avor-diagonal. Since it contains no information
about RU or RD, V provides only partial information
about MQ.

For n u-type quarks and n d-type quarks, V is n�n.
Since it is unitary, it can be described by n real param-
eters. Relative quark phases account for 2n�1 of these,
leaving n2�(2n�1) = (n�1)2 physical parameters. Of
these, n(n�1)=2 (the number of independent rotations
in n dimensions) correspond to angles, while the rest,
(n� 1)(n� 2)=2, correspond to phases.

For n = 2, we have one angle and no phases. The
matrix V then can always be chosen as orthogonal
[5, 18]. For n = 3, we have three angles and one
phase, which in general cannot be eliminated by ar-
bitrary choices of phases in the quark �elds. It was
this phase that motivated Kobayashi and Maskawa [4]
to introduce a third quark doublet in 1973 when only
two were known. (The bottom quark was discovered in
1977 [19], and the top in 1994 [20].) The Kobayashi-
Maskawa theory provides a potential source of CP vio-
lation, serving as the leading contender for the observed
CP-violating e�ects in the kaon system and suggesting
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substantial CP asymmetries in the decays of mesons
containing b quarks. The pattern of charge-changing
weak transitions among quarks is depicted in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Pattern of charge-changing weak transitions
among quarks. Solid lines: relative strength 1; dashed lines:
relative strength 0.22; dot-dashed lines: relative strength
0.04; dotted lines: relative strength � 0:01. Breadths of
levels denote estimated errors in quark masses.

A convenient parametrization of the CKM matrix
utilizes a hierarchy [21] whereby magnitudes of elements
are approximately powers of � � sin �c ' 0:22, where �c
is the Gell-Mann{L�evy{Cabibbo angle [5, 22] describing
strange particle decays. The matrix may be expressed
as

V =

2
664

1� �2

2 � A�3(�� i�)
�� 1� �2

2 A�2

A�3(1� �� i�) �A�2 1

3
775 ;

(20)
where rows denote u; c; t and columns denote d; s; b.

We learn jVcbj = A�2 ' 0:041 � 0:003 from the
dominant decays of b quarks, which are to charmed
quarks [23, 24]. Smaller errors are quoted in most
reviews [25] which take di�erent views of the domi-
nantly theoretical sources of error. As an indication
that this number is still in some ux we note a new
measurement jVcbj = 0:046� 0:004 by the CLEO group
[26].) Similarly, we shall take from charmess b decays
jVub=Vcbj = 0:090� 0:025 = �(�2 + �2)1=2 [27], leading
to �2 + �2 = 0:41 � 0:11, whereas smaller errors are
quoted by most authors.

Figure 5. Unitarity triangle for CKM elements. Here
�+ i� = V �

ub=A�
3; 1� �� i� = Vtd=A�

3.

As a result of the unitarity of the CKM matrix, the
quantities V �ub=A�

3 = �+ i�, Vtd=A�
3 = 1� �� i�, and

1 form a triangle in the (�; �) plane (Fig. 5). We still
do not have satisfactory limits on the angle  of this
\unitarity triangle." Further information comes from
the following constraints:

1. Mixing of neutral B mesons is dominated by top
quark contributions to graphs such as Fig. 2 but with
external quarks d�b for B0 or s�b for Bs. For example,
the mass splitting in the nonstrange neutral B system
is

�md = 0:487� 0:014 ps�1 � f2BBB jVtdj2; (21)

where fB is the B meson decay constant and BB =
O(1) is the \vacuum saturation factor," describing the
degree to which graphs such as Fig. 2 describe the
mixing. Recent estimates [28] give fB

p
BB = 230� 40

MeV. Consequently, one �nds [23] j1� �� i�j = 0:87�
0:21. Neutral strange B mesons are characterized by
[29]

�ms � f2Bs

BBs
jVtsj2 > 15 ps�1: (22)

Since jVtsj ' jVcbj is approximately known, this
information mainly serves to constrain the product
fBs

p
BBs

and, given information on the ratio of strange
and nonstrange constants [30], the value of jVtdj, leading
to j1��� i�j < 1:01. The large top mass, mt = 174�5
GeV [31], is crucial for these mixings to be so large.

2. CP-violating K0{K
0
mixing through the box

graphs of Fig. 2 accounts for the parameter [31]

� = (2:27� 10�3)ei43:3
Æ � ImM12 � f2KBK Im(V 2

td);
(23)

leading to a constraint [23, 24]

�(1� �+ 0:39) = 0:35� 0:12 : (24)

Here we have used fK = 161 MeV and BK = 0:87�0:13
[32]. If top quarks were fully dominant the left-hand
side of this equation would be just �(1� �). The term
0.39 in brackets is a correction due to charmed quarks.

Figure 6. Region of (�; �) speci�ed by constraints on CKM
matrix parameters. Solid semicircles denote limits based on
jVub=Vcbj = 0:090 � 0:025; dashed arcs denote limits 0:66 �

j1� �� i�j � 1:08 based on B0{B0 mixing; dot-dashed arc

denotes limit j1 � � � i�j < 1:01 based on Bs{Bs mixing;
dotted lines denote limits �(1��+0:39) = 0:35�0:12 based

on CP-violating K0{K
0
mixing. Rays: �1� limits on sin 2�

(see Sec. VI). The plotted point at (�; �) ' (0:20; 0:28) lies
roughly in the middle of the allowed region.
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The constraints are plotted on the (�; �) plane in
Fig. 6. Also shown are the �1� bounds on sin 2�, to
be discussed presently, from an average 0:49� 0:23 [24]
of OPAL, ALEPH, CDF, BaBar, and BELLE values.
The allowed region is larger than that favored by many
other analyses [25].

V The CKMmatrix and predic-

tions for kaon physics

V.1 KS;L ! �� rates

If we de�ne

�+� � A(KL ! �+��)

A(KS ! �+��)
; �00 � A(KL ! �0�0)

A(KS ! �0�0)
;

(25)
the possibility of di�erent CP-violating e�ects in ��
states of isospin I�� = 2 and I�� = 0 [33] gives rise to
a parameter �0 such that �+� = � + �0, �00 = � � 2�0.
The following ratio of ratios then can di�er from unity:

R � �(KL ! �+��)

�(KS ! �+��)
=
�(KL ! �0�0)

�(KS ! �0�0)

= 1 + 6 Re
�0

�
: (26)

The ratio �0=� is expected to be approximately real in a
CPT-invariant theory [14]. A key prediction of the KM
theory is that �0=� should be a number of order 10�3.
Two types of amplitudes contribute to K ! �� decays.

1. Tree amplitudes, involving the quark subprocess
s ! u�ud, have both �I = 1=2 and �I = 3=2 compo-
nents and thus contribute to both I�� = 0 and I�� = 2
states. In a standard convention [21], tree amplitudes
contain no weak phases, since they involve the CKM
elements Vud and Vus.

2. Penguin amplitudes, involving the quark subpro-
cess s! d with an intermediate loop consisting of a W
boson and the quarks u; c; t, and interacting with the
rest of the system through one or more gluons, have
only �I = 1=2 and thus can only contribute to the
I�� = 0 state. The top quark in the loop gives rise to
a weak phase through the CKM element Vtd.

A relative weak phase of I�� = 0 and I�� = 2
states is thus generated in the KM theory, leading to

�0=� 6= 0. Electroweak penguin amplitudes, in which the
gluon connecting the s ! d subprocess to the rest of
the diagram is replaced by a photon or Z0, can have
both �I = 1=2 and �I = 3=2 components and tend
to reduce the predicted value of �0=�. One range of es-
timates [34] �nds a broad and somewhat asymmetric
probability distribution extending from slightly below
zero to above 2 � 10�3. Others (see articles in [35])
permit slightly higher values.

Recent experiments on Re(�0=�) [36, 37, 38, 39] are
summarized in Table II. (The error in the average in-
cludes a scale factor [31] of 1.86.) The magnitude of �0=�
is consistent with estimates based on the Kobayashi-
Maskawa theory. The qualitative agreement is sat-
isfactory, given that we still cannot account reliably
for the large enhancement of �I = 1=2 amplitudes
with respect to �I = 3=2 amplitudes in CP-conserving

K ! �� decays. More data are expected from the Fer-
milab and CERN experiments, reducing the eventual
statistical error on �0=� to a part in 104.

V.2 K ! �l+l� information

1. The decay K+ ! �+��� involves loop diagrams
involving Vtd and a small charm correction in such a
way that the combination j1:4� �� i�j is constrained,
with a predicted branching ratio of order

B(K+ ! �+���) ' 10�10

���� j1:4� �� i�1:4

����
2

; (27)

or for the range permitted in Fig. 6, a branching ratio of
about (0:8� 0:2)� 10�10 [40]. Additional uncertainties
are associated with mc [41] and jVcbj. A measurement
of B(K+ ! �+���) to 10% will help to constrain (�; �)
more tightly than in Fig. 6 or will expose inconsisten-
cies in our present picture of CP violation.

Up to now the Brookhaven E787 Collaboration sees
only oneK+ ! �+��� event with negligible background
[42], corresponding to

B(K+ ! �+���) = (1:5+3:4
�1:2)� 10�10 : (28)

More data are expected from the �nal analysis of this
experiment, as well as from a future version with im-
proved sensitivity.

TABLE II. Recent experimental values for Re(�0=�).

Experiment Reference Value (�10�4) ��2

Fermilab E731 [36] 7:4� 5:9 3.97
CERN NA31 [37] 23:0� 6:5 0.35
Fermilab E832 [38] 28:0� 4:1 4.65
CERN NA48 [39] 14:0� 4:3 1.44
Average 19:2� 4:6

P
= 10:4
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2. The decays KL ! �0l+l� should be dom-
inated by CP-violating contributions, both indirect
(� �) and direct, with a CP-conserving \contaminant"
from KL ! �0 ! �0l+l�. The direct contribution
probes the parameter �. Each contribution (including
the CP-conserving one) is expected to correspond to a
�0e+e� branching ratio of a few parts in 1012. How-
ever, KL ! �0e+e� may be limited by backgrounds in
the e+e� �nal state associated with radiation of a
photon in KL ! e+e� from one of the leptons [43].
Present experimental upper limits (90% c.l.) [44] are

B(KL ! �0e+e�) < 5:1� 10�10;

B(KL ! �0�+��) < 3:8� 10�10; (29)

still signi�cantly above most theoretical expectations.
(See, however, [45].)

3. The decay KL ! �0��� should be due en-
tirely to CP violation, and provides a clean probe of
�. Its branching ratio, proportional to A4�2, is ex-
pected to be about 3 � 10�11. The best current ex-
perimental upper limit (90% c.l.) for this process [46]
is B(KL ! �0���) < 5:9� 10�7, several orders of mag-
nitude above the expected value.

V.3 Other rare kaon decays

1. The decay KL ! �+��e+e� involves three in-
dependent momenta in the �nal state and thus o�ers
the opportunity to observe a T-odd observable through
a characteristic distribution in the angle � between the
�+�� and e+e� planes. A CP- or T-violating angular
asymmetry in this process has recently been reported
[47, 48].

2. The decay KL ! �+�� has been studied
with suÆciently high statistics to permit a greatly im-
proved measurement of the virtual-photon form factor
in KL ! � [49]. This measurement is useful in esti-
mating the long-distance contribution to the real part
of the amplitude in KL ! (�)(�) ! �+��, which in
turn allows one to limit the short-distance contribution
to KL ! �+��.

V.4 Is the CKM picture of CP violation correct?

The KM theory is comfortable with the observed
range of �0=�, and its prediction for B(K+ ! �+���)
is consistent with the one event seen so far. Further
anticipated tests are the measurement � through the
decay KL ! �0��� (see below), and the search for CP
violation in hyperon decays, which is already under way
[50, 51]. One also looks forward to a rich set of e�ects
in decays of particles containing b quarks, particularly
B mesons. We now describe the experiments and the
e�ects they are expected to see.

VI CP violation in B decays

VI.1 Current and planned experiments

Asymmetric e+e� collisions are being studied at
\B factories": the PEP-II machine at SLAC with the
BaBar detector, and the KEK-B collider in Japan with
the Belle detector. By July 2000, these detectors had
accumulated about 14 and 6 fb�1 of data at the en-
ergy of the �(4S) resonance, which decays almost ex-
clusively to B �B [52, 53]. As of September, 2000, PEP-II
and KEK-B were providing about 150 and 100 pb�1 per
day to their respective detectors.

Further data on e+e� collisions at the �(4S) will
be provided by the Cornell Electron Storage Ring with
the upgraded CLEO-III detector. The HERA-b exper-
iment at DESY in Hamburg hopes to study b quark
production via the collisions of 920 GeV protons with
a �xed target. The CDF and D0 detectors at Fermilab
will devote a signi�cant part of their program at Run II
of the Tevatron to B physics. One can expect further
results on B physics from the general-purpose LHC de-
tectors ATLAS and CMS, and the dedicated detectors
at LHC-b at CERN and BTeV at Fermilab.

VI.2 Types of CP violation

In contrast to neutral kaons, whose mass eigenstates
di�er in lifetime by nearly a factor of 600, the cor-
responding B0{B0 mass eigenstates are predicted to
di�er in lifetime by at most 10{20% for strange B's
[54, 55], and much less for nonstrange B's. Thus, in-
stead of mass eigenstates like KL, two main types of B
decays are of interest: decays to CP eigenstates, and
\self-tagging" decays. Both have their advantages and
disadvantages.

1. Decays to CP eigenstates f = �CP(f) uti-
lize interference between direct decays B0 ! f or
B0 ! f and the corresponding paths involving mix-
ing: B0 ! B0 ! f or B0 ! B0 ! f . Final states
such as f = J= KS provide examples in which one
quark subprocess is dominant. In this case one mea-
sures sin 2� with negligible corrections. For f = �+��,
one would measure sin 2� only if the direct decay were
dominated by a \tree" amplitude (the quark subprocess
b ! u�ud). With contamination from the penguin sub-
process b! d expected to be about 30% in amplitude,
one must measure decays to other �� states (such as
���0 and �0�0) to sort out amplitudes [56]. In decays
to CP eigenstates, one must determine the avor of the
decaying B at time of production.

2. \Self-tagging" decays involve �nal states f such
as K+�� which can be distinguished from their CP-
conjugates �f . A CP-violating rate asymmetry arises
when two weak amplitudes ai with weak phases �i and
strong phases Æi (i = 1; 2) interfere:

A(B ! f) = a1e
i(+�1+Æ1) + a2e

i(+�2+Æ2) ;

A( �B ! �f) = a1e
i(��1+Æ1) + a2e

i(��2+Æ2) : (30)
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The weak phase changes sign under CP-conjugation,
while the strong phase does not. The rate asymmetry
is then

A(f) � �(f)� �( �f)

�(f) + �( �f)

=
2a1a2 sin(�1 � �2) sin(Æ1 � Æ2)

a21 + a22 + 2a1a2 cos(�1 � �2) cos(Æ1 � Æ2) : (31)

The two amplitudes must have di�erent weak and

strong phases in order for a rate asymmetry to be ob-
servable. The CKM theory predicts the weak phases,
but no reliable estimates of strong phases exist. We
shall note some ways to avoid this problem.

VI.3 Decays to CP eigenstates

The interference between direct and mixing terms in
B decays to CP eigenstates modulates the exponential
decay (see, e.g., [57]):

d�(t)

dt
� e��t(1� Im�0 sin�mt); (32)

where the upper sign refers to B0 decays and the lower
to B0 decays. �m is the mass splitting, and �0 ex-
presses the interference of decay and mixing ampli-
tudes. For f = J= KS , �0 = �e�2i�, while for
f = �+��, �0 ' e2i� only to the extent that pen-
guin amplitudes can be neglected in comparison with
the dominant tree contribution. The time integral of
the modulation term isZ 1

0

dte��t sin�mt =
1

�

x

1 + x2
� 1

�
� 1
2

; (33)

where x � �m=�. This expression is maximum for
x = 1, and 96% of maximum for the observed value
x ' 0:76.

The CDF Collaboration [58] \tags" neutral B
mesons at the time of their production and measures
the decay rate asymmetry in B0 (B0)! J= KS . This
asymmetry arises from the phase 2� characterizing the

two powers of Vtd in the B
0{B0 mixing amplitude. The

tagging methods are of two main types. In \opposite-
side" methods, since strong interactions produce b and
�b in pairs, one learns the initial avor of a decaying B
from the \other" b-containing hadron produced in as-
sociation with it. \Same-side" methods [59] utilize the
fact that a B0 tends to be associated more frequently
with a �+, and a B0 with a ��, somewhere nearby in
phase space.

Electron-positron collisions provide B mesons in
pairs at the c.m. energy of the �(4S) resonance,
just above threshold, in states of negative charge-
conjugation eigenvalue. It then becomes necessary to
distinguish the vertices of the decaying and tagging B's
from one another when studying CP eigenstates. If t
and t0 denote the decay and tagging proper times, the
asymmetry for decay to a CP eigenstate will be propor-
tional to sin�m(t�t0), which vanishes when integrated
over all times (see, e.g., [24] or [62]). The BaBar and
BELLE results were obtained using asymmetric e+e�

collisions, with typical vertex separations of about 250
�m and 200 �m. PEP-II, constructed in the ring of
the old PEP machine, collides 9 GeV electrons with 2.7
GeV positrons, while KEK-B, constructed in the TRIS-
TAN tunnel, collides 8.5 GeV electrons with 3.5 GeV
positrons. In symmetric collisions the �(4S) is pro-
duced at rest and the proper path length of a decaying
B is only about 30 �m.

Both BaBar and BELLE used tags based on leptons
and kaons from B decays. BaBar also used two neural
net methods. The samples reported by the summer of
2000 [52, 53] are shown in Table III.

The CDF result and ones from OPAL [60] and
ALEPH [61] utilizing B's produced in the decays of the
Z0 are compared with those from BaBar and BELLE
in Table IV. The average [24] corresponds to the �1�
rays plotted in Fig. 6. There is no contradiction (yet!)
with the allowed region, but we look forward eagerly
to reduced errors from BaBar and BELLE. New results
are due to be presented in February of 2001.

TABLE III. Samples reported in July 2000 by BaBar and BELLE Collaborations
relevant to measurement of sin 2�.

Collab. Final state Number No. tagged

BaBar J= KS ! J= �+�� 121 85 (50 B0, 35 B0)

J= KS ! J= �0�0 19 12 ( 7 B0, 5 B0)

 0KS ! J= �+�� 28 23 (13 B0, 10 B0)
Total 168 120

BELLE CP-odd modes 92 52 (40 J= KS)
J= KL 102 42
J= �0 10 4
Total 204 98
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VI.4 \Self-tagging" decays

A typical \self-tagging" mode suitable for the study
of \direct" CP violation is B0 ! K+��. The tree
amplitude [Fig. 7(a)] involves the quark subprocess
�b! �su�u with CKM factor V �ubVus (weak phase ). The
penguin amplitude [Fig. 7(b)] �b! �s with intermediate
u; c; t quarks has CKM factor V �tbVts or V

�
cbVcs (weak

phase � or 0), depending on how the unitarity of the
CKM matrix is used. The relative weak phase between
the tree and penguin amplitudes thus is non-zero, and
direct CP violation can arise if the relative strong phase
ÆT � ÆP also is non-zero. The interpretation of a rate
di�erence �(B0 ! K+��) 6= �(B0 ! K��+) requires
independent information on ÆT � ÆP .

b

d

W

s

u

u

d

(a)

b

d

g
u, c, t

W

s

u

u

d

(b)

Figure 7. Contributions to B0 ! K+��. (a) Color-
favored \tree" amplitude � V �

ubVus; (b) \penguin" ampli-
tude � V �

tbVts.

TABLE IV. Values of sin 2� implied by recent measure-
ments of the CP-violating asymmetry in B0 ! J= KS.

Experiment Value

OPAL [60] 3:2+1:8
�2:0 � 0:5

CDF [58] 0:79+0:41
�0:44

ALEPH [61] 0:84+0:82
�1:04 � 0:16

BaBar [52] 0:12� 0:37� 0:09
BELLE [53] 0:45+0:43+0:07

�0:44�0:09

Average 0:49� 0:23

If one measures both a CP-violating asymmetry and
a rate ratio such as �(B ! K���)=�(B� ! K��) or
�(B� ! K��0)=�(B� ! K��), one can eliminate
the strong phase di�erence and solve for  [63, 64, 65].
One must deal with electroweak penguins (which also
a�ected the interpretation of �0=�). One proposal (see
the �rst of Refs. [63]) to extract  from the rates for
B+ ! (�0K+; �+K0; �+�0) and the charge-conjugate
processes was awed by the neglect of these contribu-
tions, which are important [66]. However, they can be
calculated [65], so that measurements of the rates for
these processes can yield useful information on .

A necessary condition for the observability of direct
CP asymmetries based on the interference of two am-
plitudes, one weaker than the other, is that one must
be able to detect processes at the level of the absolute
square of the weaker amplitude [67]. Let the weak phase
di�erence �� and the strong phase di�erence �Æ both

be near ��=2 (the most favorable case). Then the rate
asymmetry A in Eq. (31) has magnitude

jAj = O
�

2A1A2

A2
1 +A2

2

�
' 2A2

A1
for A2 � A1: (34)

De�ne a rate based on the square of each amplitude:
Ni = const: jAij2. Then jAj ' 2

p
N2=N1.

The statistical error in A is based on the total num-
ber of events. For A2 � A1, one has ÆA ' 1=

p
N1.

Then the signi�cance of the asymmetry (in number of
standard deviations) is���� AÆA

���� � O(2
p
N2): (35)

Thus (aside from the factor of 2) one must be able to see
the square of the weaker amplitude at a signi�cant level
in order to see a signi�cant asymmetry due to A1{A2

interference.
In searching for direct CP asymmetries one thus

considers B decays with at least two amplitudes hav-
ing an expected weak phase di�erence, with a large
enough rate that the smaller amplitude alone would be
detectable, and with a good chance for a strong phase
di�erence.

Many branching ratios for charmless B decays are
one to several parts in 105. Rates associated with the
subdominant amplitudes are expected to be �2 ' 1=20
of these. Thus when sensitivities to branching ratios of
a few parts in 107 are reached, searches for direct CP
asymmetries will take on great signi�cance.

Two processes whose rates favor a weak phase 
exceeding 90Æ are B0 ! �+�� and B0 ! K�+��

[65, 68, 69], which favor destructive and constructive
tree-penguin interference, respectively. A �t to these
and other processes in the second of Refs. [69] �nds
 = (114+24

�23)
Æ, grazing the allowed region of Fig. 6 but

inconsistent with some more restrictive �ts [25]. Since
the upper bound on  is set by the limit on Bs{Bs

mixing, �ms > 15 ps�1, such mixing should be visible
soon. There is a hint of a signal at � 17 ps�1 [29].

The Tevatron and the LHC will produce many neu-
tral B's decaying to �+��, K���, and K+K� [70].
Each of these channels has particular advantages.

1. The decays B0 ! K+K� and Bs ! �+��

should be suppressed unless these �nal states are \fed"
by rescattering from other channels [71].

2. The decays B0 ! �+�� and Bs ! K+K� can
yield  via time-dependence measurements [72].

3. A recent proposal for measuring  [73] utilizes
the decays B0 ! K+��, B+ ! K0�+, Bs ! K��+,
and the corresponding charge-conjugate processes. The
B0 ! K+�� and Bs ! K��+ peaks are well sep-
arated from one another and from B0 ! �+�� and
Bs ! K+K� kinematically [70].

The proposal of Ref. [73] is based on the observa-
tion that B ! K� decays involve tree (T ) and penguin
(P ) amplitudes with relative weak phase  and relative
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strong phase Æ. The decays B� ! K�� are expected
to be dominated by the penguin amplitude (there is
no tree contribution except through rescattering from
other �nal states), so this channel is not expected to
display any CP-violating asymmetries. The prediction

�(B+ ! K0�+) = �(B� ! K
0
��) thus will check the

assumption that rescattering e�ects can be neglected.
A typical amplitude is given by A(B0 ! K+��) =
�[P + Tei(+Æ)], where the signs are associated with
phase conventions for states [74]. De�ning

�
R
A0

�
� �(B0 ! K+��)� �(B0 ! K��+)

2�(B+ ! K0�+)
; (36)

�
Rs

As

�
� �(Bs ! K��+)� �(Bs ! K+��)

2�(B+ ! K0�+)
; (37)

and r � T=P , ~� � Vus=Vud, one �nds

R = 1 + r2 + 2r cos Æ cos ;

Rs = ~�2 + (r=~�)2 � 2r cos Æ cos ; (38)

A0 = �As = �2r sin  sin Æ: (39)

The sum of R and Rs allows one to determine r. Using
R, r, and A0, one can solve for both Æ and . The pre-
diction As = �A0 checks the avor SU(3) assumption
on which these relations are based. An error of 10Æ on
 seems feasible with forthcoming Tevatron data.

Recent upper limits on CP-violating asymmetries in
B decays to light-quark systems [75], de�ned as

ACP � �(B ! �f)� �(B ! f)

�(B ! �f) + �(B ! f)
; (40)

are shown in Table V. No signi�cant asymmetries have
been seen, but sensitivities adequate to check the max-
imum predicted values [76] jAK+�

CP j � 1=3 are being
approached.

TABLE V. CP-violating asymmetries in decays of B
mesons to light quarks.

Mode Signal events ACP

K+�� 80+12
�11 �0:04� 0:16

K+�0 42:1+10:9
�9:9 �0:29� 0:23

KS�
+ 25:2+6:4

�5:6 +0:18� 0:24
K+�0 100+13

�12 +0:03� 0:12
!�+ 28:5+8:2

�7:3 �0:34� 0:25

VII The role of charm

VII.1 Mixing and CP violation

The dominant decay modes of the neutral charmed
mesonsD0 andD0 are to states of negative and positive

strangeness, respectively, and not to CP eigenstates.
Thus D0{D0 mixing induced by shared �nal states is
expected to be small. Short-distance contributions to
mixing also are expected to be small. Thus, in contrast
to the case of neutral kaons and B mesons, one expects
small mass splittings, �m=� � 1, and, in contrast to
neutral kaons, also small width di�erences. The de-
gree to which cancellations among contributions of in-
termediate states such as �+��, K+K�, and K���

to mixing suppress such e�ects further is a matter of
debate [77]. If any rate di�erence is expected, it would
be in the direction favoring a slightly greater rate for
the CP-even mass eigenstate.

CP violation in the charm sector is expected to be
small in the Standard Model. It is also easy to look for,
since D mesons are easier to produce than B mesons
and the Standard Model background is low.

Recent interesting studies of mixing by the CLEO
[78] and FOCUS [79] Collaborations hint at the possi-
bility of non-zero values of �m, ��, or both, but are
not yet statistically compelling. No evidence for mix-
ing is found by the Fermilab E791 Collaboration [80].
It may be necessary to invoke large �nal-state phase
di�erences in order to reconcile the CLEO and FOCUS
results [81]. No CP-violating asymmetries have been
seen in charmed meson decays at the level of several
percent [80, 82].

VII.2 Spectroscopy

A wide variety of excited cqq and c�q states are
accessible at CLEO and FOCUS. The cqq states are
providing unique insights into baryon spectroscopy
[83, 84, 85], while the c�q states [86, 87], are impor-
tant sources of information about the corresponding
b�q states, useful for \same-side" tagging of neutral B
mesons.

VIII The future

VIII.1 Envisioned measurements

Future CP studies involve a broad program of ex-
periments with kaons, charmed and B mesons, and neu-
trinos.

1. Rare kaon decays: Measurement of the branch-
ing ratio for KL ! �0��� at the required sensitivity
(B ' 3 � 10�3) is foreseen at Brookhaven National
Laboratory [88] and the Fermilab Main Injector [89]. A
Fermilab proposal [90] seeks to acquire enough events
of K+ ! �+��� to measure jVtdj to a precision of 10%.

2. Charmed mesons: While great strides have been
taken in the measurement of mass and lifetime di�er-
ences for CP eigenstates of the neutral charmed mesons
D0, [78, 79], it would be worth while to follow up
present hints of nonzero e�ects. Both electron-positron
colliders and hadronic experiments devoted to future B
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studies may also have more to say about mixing, life-
time di�erences, and CP violation for charmed mesons.

3. B production in symmetric e+e� collisions: Al-
though asymmetric e+e� colliders are now taking data
at an impressive rate, the CLEO Collaboration is con-
tinuing with an active program. It will be able to probe
charmless B decays down to branching ratios of 10�6.
It may be able to detect the elusive B0 ! �0�0 mode,
whose rate will help pin down the penguin amplitude's
contribution and permit a determination of the CKM
phase � [56]. Other �nal states of great interest at this
level include V P and V V , where P; V denote light pseu-
doscalar and vector mesons. A useful probe of rescat-
tering e�ects [71] is the decay B0 ! K+K�. This de-
cay is expected to have a branching ratio of only a few
parts in 108 if rescattering is unimportant, but could be
enhanced by more than an order of magnitude in the
presence of rescattering from other channels. A chal-
lenging but crucial channel is B+ ! �+��� , whose rate
will provide information on the combination fB jVcbj.
Rare decays such as B ! X`+`� and B ! X��� will
probe the e�ects of new particles in loops.

4. B production in asymmetric e+e� collisions: The
BaBar and Belle detectors have made a start at the
measurement of sin 2� in B0 ! J= KS . The moving
center-of-mass facilitates both avor tagging and im-
provement of signal with respect to background. These
machines will make possible a host of time-dependent
studies in such decays as B ! ��, B ! K�, etc., and
their impressive luminosities will eventually add signif-
icantly to the world's tally of detected B's.

5. Hadronic B production: The strange B's can-
not be produced at the �(4S) which will dominate
the attention of e+e� colliders for some years to come.
Hadronic reactions at high energies will produce co-
pious b's incorporated into nonstrange, strange, and
charmed mesons, and baryons. A measurement of the
strange-B mixing parameter �msis likely to be made
soon. Bs decays provide valuable information on CKM
phases and CP violation, as in Bs ! K+K� [72]. The
width di�erence expected between the CP-even and
CP-odd eigenstates of the Bs system [54, 55] should
be visible in the next round of experiments.

6. Neutrino studies: The magnitudes and phases in
the CKM matrix are connected with the quark masses
themselves, whose pattern we will not understand until
we have mapped out a similar pattern for the leptons.
We will learn much about neutrino masses and mixings
from forthcoming experiments at the Sudbury Neutrino
Observatory [91], Borexino [92], K2K [93], and Fermi-
lab (BooNE and MINOS) [94].

VIII.2 A likely parameter space

Our knowledge of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
is likely to improve over the next few years [95, 96].
With sin(2�) measured in B0 ! J= KS decays to an
accuracy of �0:06 (the BaBar goal with 30 fb�1 [62]),

errors on jVub=Vcbj reduced to 10%, strange-B mixing
bounded by xs = �ms=�s > 20 (the present bound
is already better than this!), and B(B+ ! �+�� ) mea-
sured to �20% (giving fB jVubj, or jVub= Vtdj when com-
bined with B0{B0 mixing), one �nds the result shown
in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Plot in (�; �) of anticipated constraints on CKM
parameters in the year 2003. Solid curves: jVub=Vcbj; dashed
lines: constraint on jVub=Vtdj by combining measurement

of B(B+ ! �+�� ) with B0{B0 mixing; dotted lines: con-

straint due to �K (CP-violating K0{K
0
mixing); dash-

dotted line: limit due to xs; solid rays: measurement of
sin 2� to �0:06.

The narrow range of (�; �) increases the chance that
any non-standard physics will show up as a contradic-
tion among various measurements, most likely by pro-
viding additional contributions to B0{B0 mixing [97]
but possibly directly a�ecting decays [98].

VIII.3 Baryon number of the Universe

The number of baryons in the Universe is much
larger than the corresponding number of antibaryons.
Sakharov proposed [99] three requirements for this pre-
ponderance of matter over antimatter: (1) an epoch
in which the Universe was not in thermal equilibrium,
(2) an interaction violating baryon number, and (3) CP
(and C) violation. The observed baryon asymmetry is
not explained directly by the CP violation in the CKM
matrix; the e�ects are too small, requiring some new
physics. Two examples are the following:

1. Supersymmetry, in which each particle of spin
J has a \superpartner" of spin J � 1=2, a�ords many
opportunities for introducing new CP-violating phases
and interactions which could a�ect particle-antiparticle
mixing [100].

2. Neutrino masses at the sub-eV level can signal
large right-handed neutrino Majorana masses, exceed-
ing 1011 GeV [101]. Lepton number (L), violated by
such masses, can be reprocessed into baryon number
(B) by B�L conserving interactions at the electroweak
scale [102]. New CP-violating interactions must exist
at the high mass scale if lepton number is to be gen-
erated there. These interactions could be related to
CKM phases [103]. If this alternative is correct, it will
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be important to understand the leptonic analogue of
the CKM matrix!

VIII.4 Surprises ahead?

The CKM theory of CP violation in neutral kaon
decays has passed a crucial test. The parameter �0=�
is nonzero, and has the expected order of magnitude.
Tests using B mesons, including the observation of a
di�erence in rates between B0 ! J= KS and B0 !
J= KS , are just around the corner. Progress in \tag-
ging" neutral B's and rich information from measure-
ments of many B decay rates will round out the picture.

If B decays do not provide a consistent set of CKM
phases in the next few years, we will re-examine other
proposed sources of CP violation. Most of these, in
contrast to the CKM theory, predict neutron and elec-
tron dipole moments very close to their present exper-
imental upper limits. If, however, the CKM picture
remains self-consistent, we should ask about the origin
of the CKM phases and the associated quark and lep-
ton masses. It is probably time to start anticipating
this possibility, given the resilience of the CKM picture
since it was �rst proposed nearly 30 years ago.

I am looking forward to a surprise such as one en-
countered many years ago when exploring a small cave
in Pennsylvania. We had entered it in the afternoon
and thought we had seen all its rooms, when I came
upon another chamber with ghostly stalactites silhou-
etted against the darkness behind them. A breeze of
warm air signaled that I was actually looking outside,
with the \stalactites" the faintly glowing night sky, and
the dark spaces the shadows of pine trees. Such a \per-
ception shift" does not come often, but is a welcome
source of wonder.
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